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A blue space with several little solid white marbles in the lower right corner, the marbles are widely 
spaced apart. Blue diagonally set arch shape in lower left its opening facing diagonally up. A big wide 
open space. There is one green bamboo tree in the center of the page, the trunk is visible and the 
leaves going left and right from the stem. 

10:18 PM Secondary stage. 

The white marbles are on a sheet that runs across the floor into page from the blue arch, that sheet 
is a blue color. This blue sheet is like a cape that flows, it has a shape like against on a forehead. 
Everything is on the floor in terms of emphasis map. 

10:22 PM End RV. 

This session gets a grade C because basic elements are recognizable things and shapes and colors on 
the target image. There is indeed a tree in front of everything. Possibly the gray color of the 
buildings was seen as the blue. The white dots possibly the white from the roofs. There is somewhat 
of a blue arch from the walls that section the ground. The leaves of the bamboo reaching parallel 
horisontal are similar to the wall lines on the hill and possibly there the tall thick tower became the 
thick bamboo stem which I sensed was notably thick. 

To get a grade B I would have had to find buildings, bricks, fence, grass, hill, more things like that. To 
get a grade A I would have had to have a more detailed accurate report and maybe with more 
information about the identity of the target. But the report shows recognizable shapes and labelled 
things that are relatable to the target image so the grade of C for correlation is justified. 

10:27 PM End session. 

Image source 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Folsom_Prison_North_Side_-_panoramio.jpg
Image link 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f6/Folsom_Prison_North_Side_-_panor
amio.jpg/600px-Folsom_Prison_North_Side_-_panoramio.jpg

ELEMENTS

IE. Blue space. 



IE. Several widely spaced apart little white marbles. 

IE. Blue arch in lower left corner, its opening faces diagonally up. 

IE. Bamboo stem in the center vertically is rather thick. 

IE. Bamboo leaves to the left and right from the stem. 

SE. Blue sheet extends on the floor from the blue arch into the page, the white marbles are on the 
blue sheet. 


